ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

**The Chair is Back!** Vice Chair Michael Brewer served as interim Chair while Lynn was on sabbatical in Australia (though Lynn also continued to be heavily involved). Lynn returned from sabbatical in July.

**Career Track:** Career Track, Adjunct or Visiting has replaced Nontenure-eligible or Nontenure-track as the term we will use for this population of faculty. Changes have been made in all campus-wide policies and across centrally managed websites. Units will need to make nomenclature changes in on their own websites, or in their own policy or process documents. Faculty officers or members of the NTT Task Force can help, if needed. Because some colleges in the health sciences have developed their own “tracks” to describe many of their faculty who are not on the tenure track (“scholar track,” “educator track”), they will not be using this term.

**Constitution & Bylaws Changes:** Changes approved by Faculty Senate in May that require a vote of the General Faculty will go forward to a Special Election this term. These are substantive changes to the process by which candidates declare candidacy, and are intended to streamline that process. Several approved in May did not require a vote of the General Faculty, and served to update terminology and processes relating to committee service and the Ombuds Program.

**Personnel Changes at the Faculty Center:** We welcomed Yadira Caballero at the Faculty Center 😊, and are saying Goodbye to Barb Kuehn 😞, with warm wishes for a happy retirement!

**Chair Nadel is AFC Chair for 2017/2018** & will participate in ABOR meetings and some subcommittee meetings on behalf of the faculty at the three universities beginning in September in Flagstaff

**Vice Chair Brewer** has been representing General Faculty in the University Career Architecture Project (looking at streamlining our titling of non-faculty employees and establishing the framework for a unified approach to compensation). This work is expected to continue for 12-18 months.

**Secretary Fountain** represented UA faculty at ABOR and in AFC at the June meeting in Flagstaff.

**Chair Nadel** welcomed new faculty at their orientation. For this first time, all Career Track Faculty were invited to participate in all aspects of the orientation with their TE/T colleagues

**Chair Nadel** conveys a response by SVPR Espy to questions raised by Senator Witte.
GOALS:

**Special Election:** Constitution & Bylaws updates on the agenda for today's meeting may go to the Special Election, along with those changes approved in May and deemed by the Senate to require a vote of the General Faculty

**IP Policy:** Second reading of new ABOR policy (reviewed by Senate late last year) in September. UA implementation of that policy now being discussed and is expected to come to Senate in October for discussion and feedback

**Strategic Planning with President:** Faculty officers look forward to collaborating with the new President and Senior Leadership as they advance the process of strategic planning.

**Listservs Improvements:** New, dynamic listservs are being created for sending out information to the General Faculty and to everyone represented by Faculty Senate in governance (i.e., General Faculty Members + any Career Track, Visiting, or Adjunct faculty that don’t meet the criteria for inclusion in the General Faculty). Because these listservs will pull their data directly from UAccess Analytics, they will not require by-hand intervention to remain accurate and up-to-date. This should ensure consistent, accurate, listserv membership. Opt-out of the primary listserv will not be available, however.